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• Outsourcing contract experiences
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1. WHY MORE PERF/CAP INSIGHTS ARE 

NEEDED



Common Reasons to Outsource

• Cost

• Containment 

• Economy of 
scale

• Strategy

‒ Core vs. non-

Core

• Risk

‒ Expertise 

‒ Modernization



Common Areas of Struggle after 
Outsourcing

• Cost
• Who has the 

incentive to optimize 
costs?  

• Strategy
‒ If a business app is 

core - so is the 

efficient delivery of 

its required service 

levels

• Risk
‒ Experts shared 

among customers 

‒ Who has the incentive to  

proactively optimize 

performance?

Outsourcing Survey:  http://enterprisesystemsmedia.com/article/mainframe-outsourcing-removing-the-hidden-costs

http://enterprisesystemsmedia.com/article/mainframe-outsourcing-removing-the-hidden-costs


Why Perf/Cap is Difficult for 
Insourced or Outsourced

1. Old Adage: “If you can’t measure it, you can’t manage it”

• z/OS is already the most instrumented platform in the data center
• New Adage:  “If you can’t interpret it, you can’t manage it”

2. The volume and complexity of data per analyst is far too high

• Smarter algorithms must assess what it means, what’s important

3. Human + Machine vs. Problem; Not “human vs. machine”

4. AI is a powerful Force-multiplier, game-changer for perf/cap teams

• More predictive and prescriptive, better availability and cost-efficiency



Without Modernization, Top Issues 
Very Often Remain after Outsourcing

1. Production performance problems 

• rarely predicted and prevented 

• take too much time and expertise to resolve

• sometimes solved with more hardware rather than optimization

• sometimes require emergency hardware purchases

2. Software costs - SCRT / MLC optimization is difficult

3. Hardware costs – What will be necessary for workload growth?

4. Availability of deep experts, interpretation of metrics



New Technology Can Help Overcome 
Struggles

• z/OS outsourcing is a very expensive and important relationship

• It warrants third party validation services such as:

• Continuous scanning of z/OS infrastructure health by application

• SLA/Performance mgmt. and capacity planning advisory services 

• Cost optimization and infrastructure modernization advisory services

• z/OS infrastructure performance analysis has been modernized

• Automated metric analysis is cost-effective and helps both sides 

• Will usually pay for itself in savings and fewer production issues

• The business side vs. outsourcer typically needs to source it

• Bringing AI to the team results in better outsourcing relationships



New Benefits of Modernizing 
Operations Analytics

1. Better and less costly availability (fewer support/SLA issues)

• Quickly identify SLA issues with baselines/compare functions/etc.

• Accurate SLA problem predictions based on infrastructure stress

• Reduce MLC and other costs on existing infrastructure

• Validation of capacity needs, and of remediation effectiveness

2. New Services / Opportunities

• Application infrastructure health dashboards

• Automated app infrastructure performance testing

• Integration to cross-platform app monitoring

• Integration to Splunk, Elastic, Spark, etc. 



INFRASTRUCTURE

ANALYSIS & MODERNIZATION
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Current & Future State



Infrastructure Assessment, Capacity & 
Performance Review, Software 
Utilization – Pre-Outsourcing

• Modernize back-level mainframe operating systems, subsystems, 3rd party 
products

• SLA’s may be difficult or not possible for back-level / out of support components

• Optimize infrastructure – Sysplex architectures, DASD architectures

• Modernized and optimized infrastructure will reduce required outsource footprint 
and costs

• Out-dated and inefficient infrastructure will result in added long-term outsource monthly 
costs

• Much easier to modernize and optimize up front – more difficult once assets are 
transferred 

128/16/2018© 2017 Edge Solutions & Consulting



Infrastructure Assessment, Capacity & 
Performance Review, Software 
Utilization – Post-outsourcing
• Mainframe Resiliency SLA Verification

• HA & DR technical assessment
• Has the outsource vendor implemented proper resiliency technologies to meet high availability and/or disaster 

recovery SLA’s?

• Mainframe Infrastructure Assessment
• Technical review of current state mainframe architecture

• Initial capacity review
• Security review

• Sysplex architecture review
• Storage architecture review
• Exploitation of Mainframe technologies

• Capacity & Performance Review
• Current and projected Mainframe capacity and performance requirements

• In-depth analysis of historical SMF/RMF data 
• Validation of current and up to 5-year projection of capacity requirements

• Software Utilization
• Current MSU consumption rate of key ISV software products

• Validate current and projected MSU consumption as input to ISV software contract renewals
138/16/2018© 2017 Edge Solutions & Consulting



USE CASE FOR

OUTSOURCED ENVIRONMENT ANALYSIS
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Best Practices, Performance & Capacity Planning, Infrastructure Utilization



Use Cases

Large Insurance Provider
Systems of Engagement – Post Outsource

THE BUSINESS NEED

Optimize outsourced 
mainframe infrastructure

A major new mainframe application 

architecture was under construction with 

tight time lines for deployment. The 

existing mainframe environment had 

stability issues and was not optimized 

for resiliency or cost effectiveness.

To effectively manage the complexity 

of coordinating across multiple 

departments and their outsource 

provider, the company needed support 

to assist with the discovery and 

documentation of the current state and 

future requirements of their mainframe 

infrastructure. 

To address this reality, the company 

needed a team to act as a technical 

interface to help them transform into an 

optimized and resilient mainframe 

enterprise. 

THE SOLUTION

Phase 1 - Infrastructure 
Assessment.
Phase 2 - Capacity & 
Performance Study
Phase 3 – Software 
Utilization Review 

To increase resiliency and optimization, 

the company needed to identify 

mainframe best practices and conduct 

capacity and performance and software 

usage analysis studies.

Studies were performed to review 

current state, document best practices, 

analyze current and future capacity and 

performance requirements, and validate 

software usage levels. 

THE BENEFIT

Increased stability and an 
optimized environment to 
support the roll out of the new 
application platform.

A blueprint is now available 
documenting an architecture 
that will deliver the resiliency 
required by the new platform as 
well as a clear line of sight 
regarding future infrastructure 
investments to support it.

Both the company and their 
outsourced provider 
benefited. The company has 
validation for the required 
infrastructure investments 
which drove faster 
procurement for the 
outsource vendor. 
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My Life With Outsourcing

• Started in 1965 as programmer and sysprog

• In 1970, joined EDS and did performance and capacity planning 
for outsourced customers

• In 1980, left EDS and started consulting directly to outsourced 
customers

• Since 1965 have been involved with pricing and contracts, with an 
emphasis today on z/OS software pricing issues and classes

• In 1991, started writing Cheryl Watson’s Tuning Letter

• In 2017, launched new SCRTPro service to help manage MLC 
costs



My Life With Outsourcing

• What I’ve learned from outsourcing…

• It can provide a lower cost solution to small companies looking to get off 
the mainframe

• For many outsourced clients, either the cost is much higher than 
expected or the service is much less than expected

• The contracts are written to benefit the outsourcer, not the client

• Most contracts are very vague and can be interpreted in many ways (e.g. 
maintain current Service Level Agreements (SLAs))

• A well-written and well-managed contract (or re-negotiation) can provide 
great benefit to both the outsourcer and the client

• The client MUST keep technical in-house expertise or bring in 
consultants to provide that support



• Three biggest problems in outsourcing contracts

• Labor costs based on MSUs/MIPS

• Outdated hardware and software

• Lack of knowledge in-house

Top 3 Problems in Outsourcing



• Solutions

• Write good contracts

• Keep technical staff in-house or hire consultants

• Understand pricing options and contract

Top 3 Problems in Outsourcing



• Problem

• Outsourcing contracts are often based on peak R4HA MSUs during the 
month

• This is because the major cost of z/OS is the software charge that is based 
on R4HA

• If an outsourcer lowers the peak MSUs, they lower their income; so little 
incentive to tune the system

• Solution

• Separate base charge from MSUs

• Provide specific charge for tuning

Labor Costs Based on MIPS



Outdated H/W and S/W

• Problem

• Upgrading to new software and hardware releases is costly to the 
outsourcer and provides little benefit to them

• Keeping current with APARs and PTFs takes a lot of time and introduces 
risk to the outsourcer

• This hurts the client because new software and hardware provide features 
that will lower the overall cost 

• Solution

• Specify that hardware be no more than 2 generations old

• Specify that software be current (within 2 releases of latest)

• Specify the minimum level of currency to keep maintenance current



• Problem

• In the majority of cases, all technical staff is transferred to the outsourcer

• This leaves nobody to understand if SLAs are being met or if the contract is being met; 
procurement staff don’t have this knowledge

• Often much of the expertise is also missing from the outsourcer after a few years

• Solution

• Keep technical staff in-house or use consulting services to monitor and manage the 
contract and deliverables

• In contract, specify that in-house staff or consultant has access to all measurement data 
and logs (SMF, console, PARMLIB, monitors, etc.)

• If using in-house staff, keep them trained (SHARE, conferences, classes)

Lack of Knowledge In-House



• The next slide is from IntelliMagic Vision showing peak R4HA for a day

• You can see the peak R4HA, and you can see places where the machine 
is running at low utilization

• If you have new work that can run during low utilization, it’s almost free

• But if you have new work that must run during the peak, you have a few 
choices: move other work out of peak; investigate pricing options of zCap
or Container Pricing; implement some type of capping; or tune the work 
currently running during peak

• In most cases, there is no incentive for the outsourcer to provide these 
solutions; so your technical staff or your consultant must identify them

Need for Expertise Example



• IntelliMagic Vision report showing one day of peak R4HA

Need for Expertise Sample



Questions?


